Beginning - Middle - End
A Day at the Carnival

Directions: I have begun the story for you. You add on a middle and an ending to complete the story line.

My mom and dad brought my sister and I to the carnival yesterday. There was so much to see and do!

Middle:

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

End:

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________
Beginning - Middle - End
A Day at the Carnival

Directions: I have begun the story for you. You add on a middle and an ending to complete the story line.

*My mom and dad brought my sister and I to the carnival yesterday. There was so much to see and do!*

Middle:

*Answers will vary. Should include things they did.*

End:

*Answers will vary. Students may close with thoughts of wanting to go back, thoughts of how much fun it was or other closing thoughts.*